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Influence of kinetic and electrostatic properties of interface states on the

efficiency of a MIS tunnel solar cell

G. Pananakakis, G. Kamarinos and P. Viktorovitch

« Physique des Composants à Semiconducteurs », ERA C.N.R.S. n° 659, ENSER
23, avenue des Martyrs, 38031 Grenoble-Cedex, France

(Reçu le 10 octobre 1978, révisé le 1 er février 1979, accepté le 7 février 1979)

Résumé. 2014 Nous établissons et résolvons les équations de transport complètes décrivant le fonctionnement d’une
cellule solaire MIS tunnel. Nous tenons compte de l’influence aussi bien électrostatique que cinétique des états
situés à l’interface semiconducteur-isolant. Ces états de type accepteur ou donateur sont ainsi considérés en inter-
action avec les trois réservoirs de porteurs libres : bande de conduction du métal, bandes de conduction et de
valence du semiconducteur. Outre ce cas général, les états peuvent avoir une interaction importante seulement
avec deux parmi les trois réservoirs de porteurs. Ils peuvent alors constituer selon le cas des centres recombinants
ou des relais facilitant le passage de courants additionnels entre le métal et l’une des bandes permises du semi-
conducteur. Notre étude montre que pour un semiconducteur de type n les états d’interface du type donateur
peuvent détériorer le rendement photovoltaïque de la cellule surtout si leur action électrostatique défavorable
est accompagnée d’effets cinétiques. Au contraire, des états accepteurs peuvent améliorer notablement le rende-
ment photovoltaïque, grâce essentiellement à leur action électrostatique. De manière générale nous montrons que
l’effet de suppression de courant est principalement dû à l’action électrostatique des états d’interface tandis que les
effets cinétiques affectent seulement la tension de circuit ouvert.

Abstract. 2014 We establish and resolve the complete transport equations governing the working of a MIS tunnel
solar cell. We take into account both electrostatic and kinetic actions of acceptor-like or donor-like interface
states. Our study shows that for a n-type semiconductor donor-like interface states deteriorate the photovoltaic
efficiency of the cell, especially when their unfavourable electrostatic action is assisted by a notable kinetic one.
Acceptor-like interface states can, on the contrary, lead to an important improvement of the photovoltaic yield.
In a general manner, we show that the current suppression effect is essentially due to an electrostatic action of
interface states. Besides we point out that recombination effects can only affect the open-circuit voltage.
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1. Introduction. - Recent experimental works [1,
2, 3] confirming theoretical but qualitative ap-
proaches [4, 5] have given evidence of the improvement
of the photovoltaic yield of the Schottky diode by
adjoining an insulating layer between the metal
and the semiconductor.

In several previous papers we have described the
working of a MIS tunnel solar cell. Particularly we
have given in details the influence of interface states
when they act only electrostatically. This case occurs
if the surface states communicate with one of the
three reservoirs of free carriers : conduction and
valence band of the semiconductor and conduction
band of the metal [6, 7, 8].

Nevertheless the above model is too simple to

describe the actual mechanisms of working of the
MIS structure ; especially it does not take into account
an eventual transport of carriers through interface
states.

In this paper we write and resolve numerically the
complete equations goveming the working of a MIS
tunnel diode under illumination in the presence of
interface states connected with the three carrier reser-

voirs, that is both their electrostatic and kinetic
action are taken into account. In our calculations we’--
consider single energy level interface states. In fact
in real MIS devices the interface states are continuously
distributed in energy range [9, 10, 11]. Nevertheless,
we think that the action of these states can be theore-

tically described by moving single level states in

energy range and by varying their density. This

approach leads to a good understanding of the
working of the MIS structure with regard to the
energy level and density of the interface states.

2. Basic équations. - Let us write first the carriers
fluxes through the surface states (Fig. la).
We assume that the interface states of density N,
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occupy a single energy level Et ; they are also inde-
pendent of one another [12, 13, 14, 15] :

where :

jnt is the net flux of electrons from the conduction
band of the semiconductor into the interface states ;

jpt is the net flux of holes from the valence band of
the semiconductor into the interface states ; finally
jmt is the tunnel flux of electrons from the metal into
the states ;

in the appendix we deduce the above expression of
jmt by a simple method based on a chemical-thermo-
dynamical formalism ;

The occupation rate f of the states can be calculated
by expressing that, in steady state conditions, the
total flux of electrons into the states is null :

from (4) and (1), (2), (3), we deduce :

where :

Using (5), (1), (2), jn, and jp, can be rewritten :

JR is the recombination current with :

Fig. 1. - a) Energy band diagram and different fluxes of the
MIS tunnel diode (n-type semiconductor). b) Schematic electrical
representation of the MIS tunnel structure.

(which may be regarded as a recombination velocity
at the surface) ;

where :
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the variation of the voltage drop across the junction
is :

Jnt and Jpt are electron and hole fluxes from the metal
to the semiconductor, through the interface states.
The voltage drop across the insulator is generally

given by :

where :

for acceptor-like surface states
f) for donor-like surface states.

We can now express the total fluxes crossing the
MIS structure ; for simplicity we consider a n-type
semiconductor. We express first the continuity of
electron and hole flows at the neutral bulk boundary
of the semiconductor (see Fig. la) :

where the total collection fluxes J*nc and J*pc are given
by (see eqs. (6) to (9)) :

Jnc and Jp,, are the direct collection fluxes given by :

An elegant and simple method for deducing this
current is given in appendix.
The electric field at the neutral bulk boundary

can be calculated by integrating the total current

q(Jp - Jn) over the length 1 of the bulk.
Furthermore, ôn/ôx(= bplêx) can be determined

by solving the ambipolar diffusion equation in the
neutral region (03B4n ~ ôp), where the pair generation
(03B1~0 exp(- ax)) takes place.

Assuming that the drift term of minority carriers
is negligible we can deduce the two following
equations :

Vsc is the voltage drop across the neutral region :

U being the total voltage across the whole struc-
ture (Fig. 1 b).
The equations (10), (15), (16) and (17) form a non

linear system with 03B4n, 03B4Vs, 03B4Us, Vsc as unknown

quantities.
The numerical solution of the above system (using

an IBM 360 computer) allows us to determine the
(J, U) characteristics of the MIS structure. J, the
total current density is given by :

Several quantities can be taken into account as
parameters for the (J, U) curves. The most important
are : the oxide thickness ô, the density Nt and the
energy level Et of the interface states.

3. Results : (J, U) characteristics. - As mentioned
above, the interface states can have an acceptor-
like or donor-like behaviour. Furthermore, they can
be connected with one, two or the three reservoirs
of free carriers.
The results concerning the ideal case (Nt = 0,

Cp = Cn = 0) and those concerning interface states
having mainly an electrostatic action (i.e. connected
with one reservoir) have been presented in detail
in previous papers [6, 7, 8]. It was shown that the
electrostatic action of acceptor-like interface states

improves the efficiency of the MIS diode ; on the
contrary donor-like interface states are unfavourable.
Therefore in this section we will mainly focuse our
attention to the kinetic influence of interface states.
The interface states can act as recombination centers
if they are connected only with the valence and
conduction bands of the semiconductor

(Cn &#x3E; 0, Cp &#x3E; 0 , 1/03C4 = 0) .
They can be also connected with one (at least) per-
mitted band of the semiconductor and the conduction
band of the metal (1/03C4 &#x3E; 0, Cn  0, Cp  0) ; in
this case they provide an additional path for carrier
transport between the metal and the semiconductor.

In the next paragraphs (J, U) typical characteristics
(for acceptor and donor-like states) corresponding
to two thicknesses b (15 Â and 25 À) of the insulating
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layer will be presented and analyzed. In order to

give emphasis in the kinetic properties of the surface
states all the curves are computed for the maximum
electron and hole capture probabilities : a n,p. Nt = 1.

Generally we have chosen for our computation a
low density (N, = 1015/m2) and a large cross-section
(an,p = 10-15 m2). 

Nevertheless in some interesting cases the opposite
choice is made : Nt = 1017/m2 and a n,p = 10-17 m2 . 
a large density of states makes their electrostatic
action not negligible.

In addition, in each figure a dashed curve repre-
senting the ideal case will be given for comparison.

Fic. 2.

FIG. 3.

Figs. 2 and 3. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS solar cell
with single energy level acceptor-like interface states, connected
with the semiconductor conduction and valence bands

the dashed line curves correspond to the ideal (N, = 0) MIS
structure.

3. 1 ACCEPTOR-LIKE INTERFACE STATES. - 3.1.1

Interface states non interacting with the metal (1/03C4 = 0)
(see Figs. 2 and 3). - These states behave as recombi-
nation or generation centers located at the interface
between the insulator and the semiconductor. They
have an unfavourable influence on the working of
the cell because they reduce the Voc voltage with
respect to the ideal case ; this Voc decreasing is due to
the recombination through the states which is impor-
tant in open circuit conditions (large electrons and
holes densities at the surface of the semiconductor).
This effect is as much more pronounced as the states
are energy located nearer to the midgap where their
recombination efficiency is enhanced. On the contrary,
the short-circuit current is not affected by their
action : the absence of a suppression current effect
is to be attributed to a weak recombination current
between an almost filled (with holes) valence band
and an almost empty (of electrons) conduction band.

It is worth to comment the different origins of the
plateau appearing for the two different thicknesses.
The plateau (J 2-- 0) corresponding to ô = 25 A

is due to the large tunneling resistance for this thick-
ness ; the current is growing again for larger voltages
when the interface band bending provokes an increas-
ing injection of majority carriers.
For thinner insulating layers (for ex. ô = 15 A)

a plateau (J &#x3E; 0) is appearing for states located near
the midgap and for comparable values of the voltage.
For these thicknesses the tunnel effect cannot be

incriminated : in fact the shape of the (J, U) charac-
teristics is controlled by the interface states for

U  0.45 V. The forward current being opposed
to the photocurrent is essentially the recombination
current JR plotted in figure 4..This current exhibits a

Fig. 4. - Recombination current and interface states occupancy
versus the external MIS diode voltage U, corresponding to the
parameters E,o = 0.55 eV and ô = 15 A (Fig. 2). In addition,
the energy positions of EF., EF., EFP are also plotted versus the
external voltage U.
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sharp increase around V = 0.25 V, which is due to the
improved recombination efficiency resulting from the
increase of ns in forward bias. The sharp increase of JR
is followed by a plateau because the states are filled
with electrons. The sharp variation of EFp (Fig. 4)
is correlated with an increase of JR and corresponds
to a strong decrease of ps (recombination enhance-
ment). Besides, we observe that the occupation rate of,
the interface states is equal to 0.5 when the states
energy level E, is equidistant from the imrefs EFn and
EFp ; we deduce that when the cell works (far from
thermodynamic equilibrium) the occupancy of inter-
face states is not governed by a Fermi-like function.

FIG. 5.

FIG. 6.

Figs. 5 and 6. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS structure

with acceptor-like interface states interacting with the metal and
the semiconductor conduction band

3.1.2 Interface states connected with the metal

(1/i &#x3E; 0). - We examine the three possible cases :

a) Surface states communicating with the metal
and the conduction band of the semiconductor

(Figs. 5, 6).
In this case when the surface states are located near

the midgap we observe as in the previous one (3 .1.1 ) a
decreasing of V.,, due to the additional flux of majority
carriers through the surface states (Jnt = jmt when
the valence band is isolated). On the contrary, me
interface states the energy level of which is located
near the permitted energy bands, do not influence the

FIG. 7.

FIa. 8.

Figs. 7 and 8. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS solar cell
with acceptor-like interface states interacting with the metal and
the semiconductor valence band
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efficiency of the cell ; they are inefficient majority
carriers path. Indeed, if the surface states are located
near the conduction band they are in equilibrium with
semiconductor electrons ; if they are located near the
valence band they are in equilibrium with the metal,
because they do not communicate with the valence
band (hypothesis) and they are too far from the
conduction band. In addition, current is not suppres-
sed as it can be expected (no recombination and no
lowering of the barrier). Finally, in a voltage range
corresponding to a weak band bending Jnt becomes
notable and in certain cases (03B4 = 25 A, Eto = 0.55 eV,
see Fig. 6) a current plateau is appearing. According to
equations (3) and (8) the value of the current plateau

FIG. 9.

FIG. 10.

Figs. 9 and 10. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS solar cell
with acceptor-like interface states connected with the metal and
the semiconductor valence band, showing a notable improvement
of the photovoltaic yield of the structure

is qNt/i (the states are filled with electrons that is

f = 1 ; f. = 0, Et being above EFm)’

b) Interface states communicating with the metal
and the valence band of the semiconductor (Figs. 7, 8, 9
and 10).
The introduction of interface states facilitating

the communication between the metal and the semi-
conductor valence band does not worsen the yield
of the cell ; furthermore if their density is on the order
of 1017 m-2 they improve notably the working of the
structure (Figs. 9 and 10) ; the closer to the valence
band is the energy level of the states, the better is
the (J, U) curve of the MIS diode.

FIG. 11.

FIG. 12.

Figs. 11 and 12. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS solar cell
with acceptor-like interface states interacting with the three rester,
voirs of free carriers (general case)
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Indeed, the above improvement of the structure is
due to both electrostatic and kinetic action of the
states : on the one hand the charge of the states leads
to an increasing of the surface barrier while, on the
other hand, the communication between the metal
and the valence band tends to maintain the photo-
current.

c) General case : interface states connected with
the three reservoirs (Figs. 11, 12, 13).

Actually the interface states are connected with the
permitted bands of the semiconductor and the
conduction band of the metal. Therefore, in this

general case, according to the values of the kinetic
parameters (Cp, Cn, 1/03C4), the density and the energy
level of states, we can approach all the previously
treated cases. Consequently, if the recombination and
the communication between the semiconductor
conduction band and the metal prevail, the working of
the MIS cell is bad (Figs. 11 and 12 ; to be compared
with Figs. 5 and 6). On the contrary, we observe an
improvement of the shape of (J, U) characteristics
when the communication between the valence band
and the metal is easier (Fig. 13 ; to be compared with
Figs. 9 and 10).

Fig. 13. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS structure with acceptor-
like interface states interacting with the metal and the semiconductor
conduction and valence energy bands (general case)

3. 2 DONOR-LIKE INTERFACE STATES (Figs. 14 and 15).
- Donor-like interface states of a low density
(Nt = 1015 m-2) lead to the same results as in the
acceptor-like case ; in the two cases the action of
the states is only kinetic. For a large density
(Nt = 1017 m-2) the electrostatic charge of states,

when they are not completely occupied, provokes a
lowering of the surface barrier and therefore they
deteriorate the yield of the cell.

So we can observe not only a low Voc but also an
important current suppression effect which does not
appear when only acceptor-like states are present. As

, in the previous section 3. 1, all the interesting cases
have been studied; we present here as a typical
example (Figs. 14, 15) two sets of (J, U) characte-
ristics corresponding to states not communicating
with the metal.
The lowering of the surface barrier results in :

a) A notable current suppression effect due to a
large recombination current.

b) A steep increase of the reverse current is observed,
due to the approaching of the metal Fermi level
toward the conduction band, which results from the
accumulation of positive charges in the interface

(free and trapped holes) [19].

Besides it is worth to notice that the action of donor-
like interface states may invert the rectifying properties
of the diodes (see Figs. 14, 15).

FIG. 14.

FIG. 15.

Figs. 14 and 15. - (J, U) characteristics of the MIS structure
with donor-like interface states interacting with the semiconductor
conduction and valence bands
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4. Conclusion. - Our complete and rigorous theo-
retical analysis of the photovoltaic working of the MIS
tunnel diode, taking into account both kinetic and
electrostatic influence of the interface states, lead us to
the main following conclusions : 

- Donor-like interface states located around the
midgap are unfavourable to the photovoltaic working
of the cell peculiarly when their density exceeds

1016/m2. 
- On the contrary a large density (Nt &#x3E; 1016/m2)

of acceptor-like interface states located in energy near
the valence band results in an excellent efficiency of the
cell for a large range of insulator thicknesses

(10 A  ô  30 A) ; then this parameter becomes less
critical which is quite interesting for technological
applications.
- Finally it is shown that it is mainly the unfa-

vourable electrostatic action of interface states and not
the recombination through them which originates
current suppression effect ; on the other hand recom-
bination effects can lower the open circuit voltage.

Appendix. - The expressions of the fluxes

Jnc, Jpc, jmt can be very simply deduced by means of
our chemical-thermodynamical formalism [16, 17, 18].

a) The interaction between the metal and the
semiconductor conduction band is described by the
following chemical-like reaction :

em denotes the metal free electrons,
e represents the free electrons at the semiconductor

surface,
wl is the reaction velocity.

In steady state conditions we can write :

where kl, kl are the kinetic coefficients of the chemical
reaction.
Under thermal equilibrium conditions, w, = 0

and we deduce from equation (A. 2) :

nso’ fmo are the equilibrium values of ns, fm. With the
basic assumption that Ec - EFm ~ kT and taking into
account the expressions of fm, ns, kt the equation (A. 2)
becomes :

Considering that the carriers cross the insulating
layer by tunnel effect, we can determine the kinetic
coefficient k1 and therefore (A.4) becomes :

b) In a similar manner we can determine the expres-
sion of the flux Jpc by means of the chemical-like
reaction :

where G + is the density of holes at the semiconductor
surface (that is the density of the ionized atoms at the
semiconductor surface).

c) Using the above mentionned formalism we
consider now the reaction :

where I represents the impurities located at the
insulator-semiconductor interface ; in case of acceptor-
like (donor-like) impurities, I is neutral (positively
charged).
The flux jmt is then given by :

In thermal equilibrium conditions jmt = 0 and
fmo = f0 ; it follows from the above equation that
k2 = k2 and

According to [15] the kinetic coefficient k2 is
written :

Finally, from (A . 6), (A . 7) :

Notation and used numerical values

Cn,p electron and hole capture coefficients ;
Cn=Cp=5. X lO-il

(or 5. x 10-13) m3 s-1.
Cn,p - O’n,p. °n,p; O’n,p capture cross sections of

electrons and holes ; 03B8n,p : thermal velo-
cities of carriers un = 03C3p = 10-15 (or
10- l’) M2 en = 0p = 5. x 104 ms-1.

Dn, Dp electron and hole diffusion coefficients ;
Dn = 3.25 x 10-3 m2 s-1 ;
Dp = 1.25 x 10-3 m2 s-1.
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E electric field in the semiconductor.

Eg energy gap of the semiconductor.

Et energy level of interface states which is
referred to the conduction band (para-
meters Eto = E,, - Et).

Ec, Ev semiconductor band edges at the surface.
Epm metal Fermi level.

EFn, EF, electron and hole imrefs in the semi-
conductor.

f occupancy of the interface states (energy Et).
fm metal Fermi function.
J total current density of the MIS structure.
k Boltzmann’s constant ;

k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K .
1 length of the structure; 1 = 0.5 mm.

Lp hole diffusion length ; Lp = 50 gm.
ND semiconductor doping; ND = 1022 m-3.
Nt density of single level interface states ;

Nt= 1015 (or 1017) m-2.
Ne, Nv effective density of states in the conduction

and valence band of the semiconductor.

n; intrinsic carrier density; n; = 1016 m-3.
ns, ps electron and hole densities at the semi-

conductor surface.

n0, p0 electron and hole bulk densities in equi-
librium.

n, p electron and hole densities at the neutral
bulk boundary out of equilibrium (Fig. la) ;

03B4n = n - n0 = 03B4p = p - p0.
q electron charge ; q = 1.6 x 10-19 C.
T absolute temperature ; kT = 4. x 10-21 J.
U total voltage across the MIS structure.

Ur,., Us equilibrium (non equilibrium) voltage drop
across the insulating layer.

Vso, VS equilibrium (non equilibrium) surface

potential of the semiconductor.
V voltage drop across the junction ;

V = Vs + Us - Uso - Vso’ 
Vcn, Vcp collection velocities of electrons and holes

at the insulator-semiconductor interface ;
Vcn = Vcp = 5. x 104 ms-1.

w depletion layer width.
a absorption coefficient of light ;

1/03B1 = Lp = 50 gm
b insulator thickness.

eo, ai, a, permittivities of the free space, the insulator
and the semiconductor respectively;

a = 8.85 x 10-12 Fm-1 ;
ai 4 x 80 ; 8s = 12 x Eo.

Jln’ Jlp electron and hole mobilities ;
03BCn = 0.13 m2 s-’ (volt)-1
Jlp = 0.05 m2 s-1 (volt)-1.

o tunnelling constant for Ô tending to zéro ;
io = lO-13 s; in the presence of the insu-
lator this constant is written :

T=ïo X1/2 with x = xn = xp; xn,p : barrier heights of
the insulator layer for semiconductor elec-
trons and holes ; x is expressed in eV, b in A.

~ms = ~m - ( ~ + Eg 2 + ni différence bet-

ween workfunctions of the metal and the

semiconductor ; (p. = 0.6 eV.

po flux of incident light ;
(po = 2. x 1021 m-2 s-1 ~ 1 AMI

at the insulator semiconductor interface.
(PM barrier height of the insulator layer for

metal electrons.
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